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About This Game

Enter the world of Mister Mart!
YOU are a customer service agent at a terrible grocery store. Because it's such a godawful grocery store, all of the customers are

returning everything they've ever bought! In VR, use your hands to place the unwanted merchandise carefully into the return
bin, but watch out! The customers loiter at your desk and will stress you out if you let them stay for too long! Use your

Customer Service Fists (TM) to help them find the exit!

This game involves:

Customers!

Slapping Customers!

Raw Fish!

Hot Dogs!

Ragdoll Physics!

Mister Mart is played with the Oculus Rift CV1 and the Oculus Touch Controllers, with support for more VR systems and
controllers on the way.
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mister martins cafe. walmart mister. mister martini verona. mister martian. mister martin. mister mart. mister martinez. mister
martinos. alfamart mister potato. mister martino's philadelphia. mister martini. mister marty of california

Bad hit detection. Bad spell casting system where spells are hardly worth a damn since you will be using your melee\/ranged
weapons most of the time. The bow is the most OP weapon in the game.

As far as difficulty...it has it. You will die in 1-2 hits by a boss. With the lousy floaty hit detection, this is exacerbated. Some
plus's this game has:

+Good soundtrack
+Quick gameplay
+Cute graphics

These dont make the game overall fun though. Play longer than 15 minutes and you'll get tired of it quickly. Melee is by far the
WORST aspect of this game. You have to run away and do a move attack just to hit anything and not take damage. Could've
been a real gem if not for the bad combat.. They are pretty cool, i like the tartin paint job, worth the 79pence. well for me the
game is fun. mini clips are great musics bad lol. takes time to fight an resupplying vehicles ect are real enough they take longer
than other games however real life situations are to so i give it A+ good looking vehicles building ect fun to blow up. air support
is very good. for the price not bad at all. seems like a upbeat of sudden strike games but i feel better my opion.. I've always been
a fan of NASA, space and beyond. Even when I was a little child I attended a NASA Space camp and that is what urged me to
try this out and I must say so far I am impressed with what it is and have high hopes for what it will become.

Fluid movement and controls (except for a problem with turning in Linux which hopefully should be fixed soon). A decent
score to listen to and more. Plus in colaberation with NASA they plan to add 50 or so more activities/quests.

Definatly worth a try!. I think this game can be best summarized by it's title. You hunt treasure. There is a world to explore. And
the title is basic.

Treasure adventure world doesn't do anything new or excite you, but it will never anger or annoy you either. It is a very simple
experience in a large world. It's not a prime time game. It is, however, a very solid filler game when there is no other game to
play. It's pacing is solid and it is lengthy, so when you're waiting for the next game to come around the corner give TAW a shot,
it might just help you pass the time.. This game doesn't even open. Using windows 10 on Surface Pro 2.

REVISED: Reverted back to Windows 8 and it works fine now. Great Game. U can make a song in the menu. U can also shoot
terrorists. Though a very old concept it is still interesting to play, however I do miss the detail that the older Bridge Construction
Set had. This game is beginning to turn into a Zylom / King like game; exploit it until everybody is sick of the game and don't
wants to be reminded of it ever existing... Don't let it come that far, devs.... I so wanted this to be good. I get asked about a
Skydiving Sim all of the time. Being a dev as well I always want to give the devs the benefit of the doubt but charging anything
for this at the moment as this is clearly a very rough work in progress is unresonable. I could never grab the risers, could only
bump them. Needs a great deal of work.. A good flying arcade game with storyline but dead multiplayer. It may take a while to
adjust with the mouse movement if you played other fly simulation games, overall it's not bad.
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This is not a bad game - everything you need is there. Definately Meh. Nice graphics, nice music, UI works fine. My problem is
that this is one of those games with a lot of time pressure. I'm giving a thumbs down because of that, but someone else might
like it. Just know it requires very fast reflexes and is very time pressured.. bombtag more like deadtag amirite. This game is
horrid! Lousy graphics, no tutorial, and it's not even worth the $2.50 I paid for it on sale a while back.... Crashed many times.
Game play look nice tho, will change to thumbs up when the crashes stop.. Console-esque á la "Demon Stone" and
"Dragonshard" games - not really an RPG, but a hack-n-slash with little to no character progression/upgrades...

If I'd known that before buying, I'd have passed....even at the 75% off price :(. this is one fine SHMUP/Bullet-Hell game for
sure. Very cute graphics and a great soundtrack mixed with many difficulty options to suit your skill level. loved it and would
recommend it for sure.
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